
























Exhibit A

Mines parking, expanding existing head- in parking on streets to create a series of "parking boulevards",
and integrating the current planning for a downtown transit circulator. We will explore the development
of flexible surface parking facilities that create alternatives to traditional hardscape parking lots. Finally,
parking shuttles from remote lots, and off-site options will be considered as part of discussions with
event organizers early in the planning process.

Goal: Reduce User Conflicts.

The City and the Parks Master Plan have identified several potential conflicts along the Corridor. While

public input will help to further inform and clarify specific desires and conflicts, we plan to use "User Group
Forums" and " Peer Review Panels" to quickly assess and prioritize elements in the Corridor master plan.

Conduct User Group Forums. We will facilitate small group discussions that address existing
conflicts and opportunities identified in the RFP, and through our initial investigations. User

groups would be invited to Forums to discuss specific issues that could include:

Creek users (conflicts between kayaking, tubing, fly fishing)
Regional trail connections (coordinate with Jefferson County to incorporate recommendations
for the regional trail especially as it relates to trailhead access and parking)
Multi- modal uses ( traffic and parking, pedestrians and bicycles, neighborhood impacts,
special events, daily use)

Historical context ( opportunities to expand on existing interpretive programs, and to interpret
the history of the District)

Establish Peer Review Panels. We have identified a line item in our project budget to

incorporate expert review of specific aspects of the project, by inviting certain institutions - such
as the Recreation Center or the Historical Society - to engage in focused discussions about

project potentials. For example, opportunities for expansion of the kayak course could be
identified, considering means to resolve conflicts with fly fishers. Another panel might focus on

the Walkability Analysis completed by Dan Burton as part of a larger discussion of hiker ,and
pedestrian use, especially given the location of the park as a potential trailhead to the Clear
Creek Canyon Trail. A third could focus on history of the site. The nature and number of forums
would be determined as part of the initial project scoping.

Goal: Improve Opportunities for Special Events and on-going Programmed Activities.

As part of the Group Forums described above, we will work with organizers of existing special events in
the Corridor to understand their programmatic and spatial requirements. This method greatly benefited
our post planning efforts for Aurora's Signature Park and Denver's Civic Center Park, and currently for
Washington Park, where community gathering and special events are important park uses.

Group Forums will help to identify how synergies between existing programs of the Community Center,
Museum, and Library could be expanded as part of developing a Vision for a the Corridor. For
example, the amphitheater/gathering space suggested in the RFP might also serve to enhance the
programs of the Pioneer Museum if properly configured and located. Another example might include
expanding exercise programs of the Recreation Center by designing adjacent areas to accommodate
specific uses.

Goal: Ensure, via the Public Involvement Process, that the Corridor is a Source of

Community Pride.

We see ourselves as talented planners and designers that bring creativity and enthusiasm to the project.














